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A Wonderful Teacher Gift Under 10.00! This extra special teacher appreciation
notebook or journal is the perfect way to express your gratitude to the best teacher
ever! Instead of a boring thank you card, surprise your teacher. Here's a wonderful
present for teachers to show your gratefulness and appreciation! Make them feel how
special they are by giving them a teacher notebook that is specially made for them.
With an inspirational teacher quote on a soft matte cover filled with more than 109
pages of writing,8.5 x 11 inch, this teacher journal will remind them that their work and
influence on their students' lives are remembered.This Funny Teacher Appreciation gift
makes makes the perfect minimalistic notebook for any great Teachers at school for
Birthdays, Holidays, or big events such as Christmas or retirement.
Best Notebook For Mentors Small daily diary / journal / notebook to write in, for creative
writing, for creating lists, for scheduling, organizing and recording your thoughts/ Makes
an excellent gift idea for birthdays, Christmas or any special occasion. Perfectly sized at
6" x 9" 120 page Softcover bookbinding Flexible Paperback
Do you need an ideal gift idea for a coach and mentor? This is a uniquely desegned
journal or notebook to write down thoughts, ideas, practice lessons and so on. It serves
well as thank you gifts for coaches, teachers and all sport fans. 120 pages of high
quality paper Size 6" x 9" Designed perfectly to fit into bags
Create a healthier and happier life by treating yourself with compassion rather than
shame. Imagine a graph with two lines. One indicates happiness, the other tracks how
you feel about your body. If you’re like millions of people, the lines do not intersect. But
what if they did? This practical, inspirational, and visually lively book shows you the way
to a sense of well-being attained by understanding how to love, connect, and care for
yourself—and that includes your mind as well as your body. Body Kindness is based on
four principles. WHAT YOU DO: the choices you make about food, exercise, sleep, and
more HOW YOU FEEL: befriending your emotions and standing up to the unhelpful
voice in your head WHO YOU ARE: goal-setting based on your personal values
WHERE YOU BELONG: body-loving support from people and communities that help
you create a meaningful life With mind and body exercises to keep your energy
spiraling up and prompts to help you identify what YOU really want and care about,
Body Kindness helps you let go of things you can't control and embrace the things you
can by finding the workable, daily steps that fit you best. It's the anti-diet book that
leads to a more joyful and meaningful life.
Fans of Payback’s a Witch and The Ex Hex won’t want to miss this charming and
humorous novel featuring a South African writer facing her past and literally living her
dreams—and conjuring a real-life hero. A Goodreads Most Hotly Anticipated Romance A
USA Today Best New Rom-Com “An ambitious story of magic, romance, and healing
from past trauma…Anxious Gaia’s difficult background and social awkwardness will
endear her to many readers.” —Publishers Weekly “A sweet reminder of the
connections between love and magic.” —KirkusReviews One unexpected kiss . . .
Successful romance author Gaia Anders has a secret: anything she dreams at night is
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magically written into her bestselling novels. After a lonely childhood in foster care, her
dream life is the only one she trusts. Gaia’s waking life just can’t compare—until she
gets caught in one utterly surprising, crazy-passionate, real-life kiss . . . One nearperfect guy . . . Workaholic businessman Jacob Scott has had a crush on his brother’s
best friend, Gaia, since forever—but he never expected to literally share her dreams.
Living out their magical nighttime fantasies is explosive, but it’s their waking desire
turning his single-minded ways upside down. It’s making him want a future he didn’t
think was possible . . . One dream that could come true . . . But Gaia has secrets from
her past she won't reveal. And Jacob's attempts to keep the peace in his own fractured
family puts him up against her deepest fears. Soon, they’re facing hard truths about
who they are and what they’re running from. And the only way to break this curse is
realizing true love's real-life power . . .
Travelling Soldier is a book of five original short stories. Brainlocked @ 26,000 Ft: Why
should I write a book that nobody's gonna read. I started writing this as a form of
therapy after breaking up with my girlfriend. But it's not working. To tell you the truth, I'm
bored and sleepy. Midnight: I examined a patient yesterday who scarred me half to
death. If he's as powerful as he's demonstrated... Well, I', glad he's on our side.
Dissertations from Beyond: I just died, and now you want me to write a book. You know
what you can do for me right. Visions: When I saw her, my heart almost stopped. She
was the most beautiful woman I'd ever seen. And now, she was coming right at me.
Why I did it: It was a normal day, but I had changed. In one poignant moment, my life
would never be the same.
From the creator of the popular website Ask a Manager and New York’s work-advice
columnist comes a witty, practical guide to 200 difficult professional
conversations—featuring all-new advice! There’s a reason Alison Green has been
called “the Dear Abby of the work world.” Ten years as a workplace-advice columnist
have taught her that people avoid awkward conversations in the office because they
simply don’t know what to say. Thankfully, Green does—and in this incredibly helpful
book, she tackles the tough discussions you may need to have during your career.
You’ll learn what to say when • coworkers push their work on you—then take credit for it
• you accidentally trash-talk someone in an email then hit “reply all” • you’re being
micromanaged—or not being managed at all • you catch a colleague in a lie • your boss
seems unhappy with your work • your cubemate’s loud speakerphone is making you
homicidal • you got drunk at the holiday party Praise for Ask a Manager “A must-read
for anyone who works . . . [Alison Green’s] advice boils down to the idea that you
should be professional (even when others are not) and that communicating in a
straightforward manner with candor and kindness will get you far, no matter where you
work.”—Booklist (starred review) “The author’s friendly, warm, no-nonsense writing is a
pleasure to read, and her advice can be widely applied to relationships in all areas of
readers’ lives. Ideal for anyone new to the job market or new to management, or
anyone hoping to improve their work experience.”—Library Journal (starred review) “I
am a huge fan of Alison Green’s Ask a Manager column. This book is even better. It
teaches us how to deal with many of the most vexing big and little problems in our
workplaces—and to do so with grace, confidence, and a sense of humor.”—Robert
Sutton, Stanford professor and author of The No Asshole Rule and The Asshole
Survival Guide “Ask a Manager is the ultimate playbook for navigating the traditional
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workforce in a diplomatic but firm way.”—Erin Lowry, author of Broke Millennial: Stop
Scraping By and Get Your Financial Life Together
As The Giving Tree turns fifty, this timeless classic is available for the first time ever in
ebook format. This digital edition allows young readers and lifelong fans to continue the
legacy and love of a household classic that will now reach an even wider audience.
Never before have Shel Silverstein's children's books appeared in a format other than
hardcover. Since it was first published fifty years ago, Shel Silverstein's poignant
picture book for readers of all ages has offered a touching interpretation of the gift of
giving and a serene acceptance of another's capacity to love in return. Shel
Silverstein's incomparable career as a bestselling children's book author and illustrator
began with Lafcadio, the Lion Who Shot Back. He is also the creator of picture books
including A Giraffe and a Half, Who Wants a Cheap Rhinoceros?, The Missing Piece,
The Missing Piece Meets the Big O, and the perennial favorite The Giving Tree, and of
classic poetry collections such as Where the Sidewalk Ends, A Light in the Attic, Falling
Up, Every Thing On It, Don't Bump the Glump!, and Runny Babbit. And don't miss
these other Shel Silverstein ebooks, Where the Sidewalk Ends, and A Light in the Attic!

Big Hearts Shape Little Minds Thank You For Helping Me Grow is a wonderful
sarcastic notebook / journal, it makes an awesome teacher gift under 10 dollars
and it's the perfect way to show your gratitude and how much your appreciate
your best teacher ever. What's good about this this teacher notebook is it has a
Convenient size to take anywhere, and it has 110 blank lined pages, can be used
as journal, notebook, planner or doodle book. This funny teacher gifts is perfect
for: Teacher Retirement Gifts Teacher Appreciation Gifts Teacher Thank You
Gifts Teacher day gift and many more...
Important disclaimer: This book is not for everyone—just those who want to have
more fun, more adventures, and more magic in their life. Thank & Grow Rich is
for anyone interested in hooking up with the magnanimous energy field of the
cosmos. Author Pam Grout, who likes to call herself the Warren Buffet of
Happiness, says it all starts with getting on the frequency of joy and gratitude.
Thanking (rather than thinking) puts us on an energetic frequency—a
vibration—that calls in miracles.Science has proven that when we observe the
world from a place of gratitude, when we use our attention to spot beauty and
gaze at wonder, we develop the capacity to radically rev up our day-to-day
experience. Brazen gratitude, it seems, provides a portal—an entry point—straight
into the heart of the field of infinite possibilities described in Grout’s bestseller ESquared. This book also offers an updated perspective on abundance, which
goes way beyond financial capital. It shows readers how to grow and expand
their creative capital, their social capital, their spiritual capital, and much, much
more! There’s even an abundance worksheet that tracks your thank-and-grow
rich portfolio and a money-back guarantee offering four personalized gifts straight
from the always-accommodating universe. Your credit union might offer a butter
dish or a koozie, but an investment in this book comes with your own personal
sign from the universe, an answer to an important question, a customized totem,
and a one-of-a-kind gift from the natural world. But more importantly, this 30-day
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experiment will upgrade your life experience from ho-hum to wahoo! From like
sucks to life rocks! From woe is me to yippie-ti-yi-yay!!
Size 8.5x11 inch = 21.6x27.9 cm (A4 size is 21.0x29.7 cm) Personalized 'Thank
You Teacher' message inside Floral design to complete your message. Durable
soft cover, matte finish for lovely look and pleasing touch All educators will love
this special book. Its numbered pages and a fill-in table contents make finding
notes a breeze. Great gift for teachers, tutors, coaches, pedagogues, instructors,
etc.
A beautiful, one of a kind dot grid notebook. Great for taking notes, jotting lists,
writing in as a diary, or giving as a gift. The dot grid is subtle enough that you can
barely notice them, yet helpful for writing in a straight line or drawing tables,
banners, sketching letters and things like that.DOTTED JOURNAL - 6"X9" (15.2
x 22.9 cm); total 120 Pages
Need the perfect gift idea? Just love journals? This Thank You for Helping Me
Grow Journal Notebook is sure to put a smile on your face. 110 Pages 8 x 10
Lined Pages are waiting for your precious thoughts, goals, fears and secrets.
This journal paper is a neutral wide-ruled paper with a line at the top for date. The
date line automatically defaults to the left or right. Tricori Series Journals &
Notebooks are perfect for: Birthday Gifts Christmas Gifts Co-worker/Boss Gifts
Journals & Planners Doodle Diaries Dream Journals Food Diaries Creative
Writing Notebooks Hand Writing and Cursive Practice Prayer Journals School
Notebooks Graduation Gifts Thank Your Gifts Teacher Gifts Inspirational
Journals Mom Daughter Journal Journaling For Kids Blank Books & Journals
Keepsake Journals And much more........ Order this beautiful journal notebook for
women and men TODAY! To see our thousands of journals just go up and click
the blue link under the title. Want to find a specific style of journal just type Tricori
Series and the type of journal into the search bar. Example Tricori Series Journal
or Tricori Series Dot Grid Journal and see what we have. Scroll to the top of the
page and click the BUY WITH 1-CLICK Button!
Do you need unique teacher gifts under $10? This awesome teacher
appreciation gift is a simple 7" x 10," 108 page lined journal notebook that beats
a teacher thank you card any day. Let the teacher know how grateful you are and
that their hard work is appreciated. Makes the perfect: End Of The Year Teacher
Books Teacher Appreciation Gifts Teacher Thank You Gifts Your teacher has
inspired you and now you can return the favor with this inspirational teacher's
journal. Give your teacher a gift they will remember.
Bring Novelty Into The Classroom To Get Knowledge Into Students’ Brains! You
can invest time and effort into perfecting your lesson plans, encouraging good
student behavior, and ensuring your classroom accommodates every learning
style. But if your students don’t remember what you teach them, what’s the
point? Banish this concern forever when you use the strategies in this thoroughly
updated third edition of Marcia Tate’s bestselling Worksheets Don’t Grow
Dendrites, which details twenty definitive brain-compatible techniques to
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maximize retention and minimize forgetting in learners of all ages. Tate’s
techniques are drawn from the latest neuroscientific research and learning style
theory and are described step-by-step for immediate application in your
classroom. Learn how to: Incorporate interactive fun to your existing lessons,
including field trips, games, humor, and even music and rap Use graphic
organizers and word webs to solidify lessons visually Facilitate innovative
methods of project-based learning You’ll also benefit from new sample lesson
plans, activities, and illustrations that reflect the latest research on how students’
brains develop and function. With this book, your students will retain the
information from your classroom for years to come.
2017 BEST GIFT FOR TEACHERS A beautifully designed gift for teachers that is
useful, memorable and cost effective! This charming teacher appreciate
notebook is the perfect way to show your teacher how much you appreciate
them. Surprise your favorite teacher and express your gratitude with this special
gift. This journal features the following: Over 150+ writing pages of lined paper
Premium matte finish cover Lovely thank you quote, "The Best Teacher...Thanks
For Helping Me Grow and Learn" Ideally sized at 7''x10'' High quality 60# paper
stock "This journal belongs to" section Space provided to write the date Blank
page for writing thank you note for your teacher Extra blank space for doodles,
sketching, and more This beautiful gift is sure to touch the heart of your teacher,
tutor, instructor or professor while reminding them how much they mean to you. A
great token of appreciate and thanks! With it's perfect size, it can be carried in a
purse or placed on a desk. This journal makes a great: Retirement Gift for
Teachers Thank You Gift for Teachers New Teacher Gift Teacher Birthday Gift
End of the School Year Gift for Teachers Surprise for preschool, kindergarten,
elementary school, middle school/jr high, and high school teachers! And Much
More! Scroll up and order now to surprise and delight your favorite teacher!
Daily Diary / journal / notebook to write in, for creative writing, for creating lists, for
Scheduling, Organizing and Recording your thoughts. Makes an excellent gift idea for
birthdays, Christmas, coworkers or any special occasion. Perfectly sized at 6" x 9" 100
page Softcover bookbinding Flexible Paperback
6x9 BLANK lined journal for a teacher to write down her thoughts, goals, and more
Are you looking for a great gift for a teacher for teacher appreciation day? The Most
Beautiful Teacher Gift Under $8.00! This Little Lovely teacher appreciation notebook or
journal is the perfect way to express your gratitude to the best teacher ever! Filled with
50+ double sided sheets (110 writing pages!) of lined paper, this motivational and
inspirational notebook with quote makes a memorable (and useful) gift for teachers.
With the heartwarming quote on the full-color Glossy SOFT cover Page, this notebook
will help remind a teacher that their hard work is appreciated. With custom sized pages
(6"x9") this notebook with chalk style lettering is the perfect size to tuck into a purse,
keep on a desk or as a cherished bedside companion. Give a teacher a gift they'll
remember! Pretty Notebooks for Teachers are perfect for: Teacher Appreciation Gifts
Teacher End of the School Year Gifts Teacher Thank You Gifts Teacher Inspirational
Quote Gifts Teacher Retirement Gifts And many, many more..... Scroll Up NOW and
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click the Buy Button To Receive this BEST TEACHERS GIFT EVER!
This GORGEOUS inspirational Teacher Journal and Paraprofessional Gifts Notebook is
perfect for the end of the school year, graduation, Christmas, or Mother's Day for that
special teacher or teacher's aide in your life. Featuring a beautiful oak tree journal
design with the words "Small Seeds Grow Mighty Trees," this kraft paper design says
"Thanks for helping me grow" on the back. This 6x9 book has lightly lined pages that
are a bright white color for a high-end look. It makes great first grade teacher gifts or
kindergarten teacher gifts for planning, inservices, ideas, behaviors, assessment
observations, journaling, brainstorming, or writing in as a diary. This book is perfect if
you are looking for Teacher Appreciation Gifts. Perfect travel size...throw it in your bag
or purse! FEATURES: Premium Matte Finish Soft Cover, Printed on Bright White
Paper, 6" x 9", 100 Lined Pages (50 pages front/back).
Gift idea for teacher. Show your appreciation and gratitude to your awesome teacher,
colleague or friend with this lovely lined notebook with the message - thanks for helping
me grow. 6" x 9" size 120 blank lined pages (with margin) White paper SOFT flexible
cover - full color. Give them a thank you gift that will use and remember you everytime
they use it to keep track of all their big ideas, lesson plans, lists of things to do and
much more.
Gift idea for teacher. Show your appreciation and gratitude to your awesome teacher,
parent or friend with this beautiful Llama notebook with the message - thanks for
helping me grow. 6" x 9" size 120 blank lined pages (with margin) White paper SOFT
flexible cover - full color. Give them a thank you gift that will use and remember you
everytime they use it to keep track of all their big ideas, lesson plans, lists of things to
do and much more.
"Kick bad mental habits and toughen yourself up."—Inc. Master your mental
strength—revolutionary new strategies that work for everyone from homemakers to
soldiers and teachers to CEOs. Don’t waste time feeling sorry for yourself Don’t give
away your power Don’t shy away from change Don’t focus on things you can’t control
Don’t worry about pleasing everyone Don’t fear taking calculated risks Don’t dwell on
the past Don’t make the same mistakes over and over Don’t resent other people’s
success Don’t give up after the first failure Don’t fear alone time Don’t feel the world
owes you anything Don’t expect immediate results
It’s time to say NO to trying to fit square-peg kids into rounds holes, and YES to raising
them from a place of acceptance and joy. Today millions of kids are stuck in a world
that doesn’t embrace who they really are. They are the one in five “differently wired”
children with ADHD, dyslexia, giftedness, autism, anxiety, or other neurodifferences,
and their challenges are many. And for the parents who love them, the challenges are
just as numerous, as they struggle to find the right school, the right support, the right
path. But now there’s hope. Differently Wired is a revolutionary book—weaving together
personal stories and a tool kit of expert advice from author Deborah Reber, it’s a howto, a manifesto, and a reassuring companion for parents who can so often feel that they
have no place to turn. At the heart of Differently Wired are 18 paradigm-shifting
ideas—what the author calls “tilts,” which include how to accept and lean in to your role
as a parent (#2: Get Out of Isolation and Connect). Deal with the challenges of
parenting a differently wired child (#5: Parent from a Place of Possibility Instead of
Fear). Support yourself (#11: Let Go of Your Impossible Expectations for Who You
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“Should” Be as a Parent). And seek community (#18: If It Doesn’t Exist, Create It).
Taken together, it’s a lifesaving program to shift our thinking and actions in a way that
not only improves the family dynamic, but also allows children to fully realize their best
selves. “In this generous and urgent book, Deborah Reber lets the light in. She helps
parents see that they’re not alone, and even better, delivers a positive action plan that
will change lives.”—Seth Godin, author of Linchpin “Differently Wired will help parents of
children who think differently to accept their child for who they are and facilitate their
successful development.”—Temple Grandin, author of Thinking in Pictures and The
Autistic Brain

An Awesome Teacher is Not Easy to Find Thank You for Helping me Grow This
perfect notebook is the best Appreciation gift for teachers or coach Let your
teacher know how much you appreciate her work with this beautiful notebook.
Features 109 lined white pages soft matte cover Size 7 x 10 Inches
A Beautiful Teacher Gift Under Reasonable price. This teacher appreciation
notebook or journal is the perfect way to express your gratitude to the best
teacher ever. This motivational and inspirational notebook with quote makes a
memorable and useful gift for your teachers. With the heartwarming quote on the
Full-color, Glossy, SOFT cover, this notebook will help remind a teacher that their
hard work is appreciated. With custom sized pages (8.5"x11") and Notebook For
Notes blanked Lined Journal is perfect for writing notes. Give a teacher a gift
they'll remember! Beautiful Notebooks perfect for: Teacher Appreciation Gifts
Teacher can Remember You with this Gift Teacher End of the School Year Gifts
Teacher Thank You Gifts Teacher Inspirational Quote Gifts Teacher Retirement
Gifts Size: 8.5" x 11" inch Notebook For Notes blanked Lined Journal Paper:
College-ruled on white paper Pages: 120 sturdy pages Cover: Soft, Glossy cover
A Most Beautiful Teacher Appreciation Gift Under $8.00! A Teacher Appreciation
Gifts is a journal specifically designed for teachers. A teacher is a counselor,
caretaker, disciplinarian for those in your classroom. This layout of this journal
allows you to document your thoughts, successes, mistakes, and goals. Capture
a lifetime of priceless memories all in this one scrapbook like a journal. A
keepsake to pass down for years to come. A Keepsake Journal of Stories and
Memories, a perfect gift for Teacher's Day. This attractively designed, userfriendly, and elegant volume invites readers to record the stories and moments of
a lifetime. As a teacher, this book is your story. The perfect gift for teacher
Everyday Pretty Notebooks for Teachers are perfect for: Teacher Appreciation
Gifts Teacher End of the School Year Gifts Teacher Thank You Gifts Teacher
Inspirational Quote Gifts Teacher Retirement Gifts And many, many more.....
Scroll Up NOW and click the Buy Button To Receive this BEST TEACHERS
GIFT EVER!
You’re excited to plant your first vegetable garden—but where to start? In The
First-Time Gardener: Growing Vegetables, you'll find the answers you're looking
for. Homesteader Jessica Sowards, the warm and energetic host of YouTube’s
Roots and Refuge Farm, is the perfect teacher for new gardeners, offering not
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just know-how but inspiration and time-management tips for success. Before you
sink your hands into the soil, she’ll answer all those questions rolling around
inside your head: Where do I put my new garden? How do I prepare the soil?
What vegetables should I plant? Is it better to start new plants from seed or
should I buy transplants? What about watering, feeding, and taking care of my
garden? What do I do if bugs show up? There are no stupid questions here.
Everyone has to start somewhere, after all. Not only will you learn how to
prepare, plant, and tend your first vegetable garden, you’ll also learn: How to
design an eco-friendly layout How to grow with the seasons How to maximize
your harvest, even if you only grow in a small space Jessica wants your first foodgrowing experience to be a positive one, and she’s prepared to go the distance
to make sure tending the earth becomes your new favorite hobby. A single
growing season is all it takes to fall in love with growing your own healthy,
organic, nutrient-dense food. With Jessica as your guide, you’ll soon discover all
the satisfactions, challenges, and great joys of growing your own food garden.
This book is part of The First-Time Gardener's Guides series from Cool Springs
Press, which also includes The First-Time Gardener: Growing Plants and
Flowers. Each book in The First-Time Gardener's Guides series is aimed at
beginner gardeners and offers clear, fact-based information that's presented in a
friendly and accessible way, including step-by-step instructions and full-color
illustrations throughout.
A luxurious feel with white pages and a matte finish. Perfect gift for an amazing
Teacher! Both personal and functional. 100 Blank College Ruled Pages 6x9
The basis for the hit Netflix series! “What Walter Tevis did for pool in The Hustler,
he does for chess in The Queen’s Gambit” (Playboy). When eight-year-old Beth
Harmon’s parents are killed in an automobile accident, she’s placed in an
orphanage in Mount Sterling, Kentucky. Plain and shy, Beth learns to play chess
from the janitor in the basement and discovers she is a prodigy. Though
penniless, she is desperate to learn more—and steals a chess magazine and
enough money to enter a tournament. Beth also steals some of her foster
mother’s tranquilizers to which she is becoming addicted. At thirteen, Beth wins
the chess tournament. By the age of sixteen she is competing in the US Open
Championship and, like Fast Eddie in The Hustler, she hates to lose. By eighteen
she is the US champion—and Russia awaits . . . Fast-paced and elegantly written,
The Queen’s Gambit is a thriller masquerading as a chess novel—one that’s
sure to keep you on the edge of your seat. “The Queen’s Gambit is sheer
entertainment. It is a book I reread every few years—for the pure pleasure and
skill of it.” —Michael Ondaatje, Man Booker Prize–winning author of The English
Patient
Pinocchio, The Tale of a Puppet follows the adventures of a talking wooden
puppet whose nose grew longer whenever he told a lie and who wanted more
than anything else to become a real boy.As carpenter Master Antonio begins to
carve a block of pinewood into a leg for his table the log shouts out, "Don't strike
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me too hard!" Frightened by the talking log, Master Cherry does not know what to
do until his neighbor Geppetto drops by looking for a piece of wood to build a
marionette. Antonio gives the block to Geppetto. And thus begins the life of
Pinocchio, the puppet that turns into a boy.Pinocchio, The Tale of a Puppet is a
novel for children by Carlo Collodi is about the mischievous adventures of
Pinocchio, an animated marionette, and his poor father and woodcarver
Geppetto. It is considered a classic of children's literature and has spawned
many derivative works of art. But this is not the story we've seen in film but the
original version full of harrowing adventures faced by Pinnocchio. It includes 40
illustrations.
2017 BEST GIFT FOR TEACHERS A beautifully designed gift for teachers that is
useful, memorable and cost effective! This charming teacher appreciate
notebook is the perfect way to show your teacher how much you appreciate
them. Surprise your favorite teacher and express your gratitude with this special
gift. This journal features the following: Over 150+ writing pages of lined paper
Premium glossy finish cover Grateful quote, "Thank You for Helping Me Grow"
Ideally sized at 7''x10'' High quality 60# paper stock "This journal belongs to"
section Space provided to write the date Extra blank space for doodles,
sketching, and more This beautiful gift is sure to touch the heart of your teacher,
tutor, instructor or professor while reminding them how much they mean to you. A
great token of appreciate and thanks! With it's perfect size, it can be carried in a
purse or placed on a desk. This journal makes a great: Retirement Gift for
Teachers Thank You Gift for Teachers New Teacher Gift Teacher Birthday Gift
End of the School Year Gift for Teachers And Much More! Scroll up and order
now to surprise and delight your favorite teacher!
In The 5 Love Languages, you will discover the secret that has transformed millions of
relationships worldwide. Whether your relationship is flourishing or failing, Dr. Gary
Chapman s proven approach to showing and receiving love will help you experience
deeper and richer levels of intimacy with your partner starting today.
Best Gift For teacher Appreciation Gift Notebook, This Notebook has 140 lined page
size: 6×9 for handwriting High Quality white paper For Crayons and Multicolors Pencils
The updated edition of the bestselling book that has changed millions of lives with its
insights into the growth mindset “Through clever research studies and engaging
writing, Dweck illuminates how our beliefs about our capabilities exert tremendous
influence on how we learn and which paths we take in life.”—Bill Gates, GatesNotes
After decades of research, world-renowned Stanford University psychologist Carol S.
Dweck, Ph.D., discovered a simple but groundbreaking idea: the power of mindset. In
this brilliant book, she shows how success in school, work, sports, the arts, and almost
every area of human endeavor can be dramatically influenced by how we think about
our talents and abilities. People with a fixed mindset—those who believe that abilities are
fixed—are less likely to flourish than those with a growth mindset—those who believe that
abilities can be developed. Mindset reveals how great parents, teachers, managers,
and athletes can put this idea to use to foster outstanding accomplishment. In this
edition, Dweck offers new insights into her now famous and broadly embraced concept.
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She introduces a phenomenon she calls false growth mindset and guides people
toward adopting a deeper, truer growth mindset. She also expands the mindset concept
beyond the individual, applying it to the cultures of groups and organizations. With the
right mindset, you can motivate those you lead, teach, and love—to transform their lives
and your own.
Appreciate your teachers with this lovely warm journals whcih will serve as a
memorable keepsake gift Product Details: Tought Papaerback 6"x9" (15.24 x 22.86cm
Personalization first page 150 Inspirational and funny quotes about teachers at the
bottom of each page 150 lined pages There is nothing more fulfiling like keeping a
journal, it says a lot more than a card So why not purchase one today. Check out our
author page for more beautiful covers and interiors to meet your preference.
Give that special teacher in your child's life a memorable, practical yet beautiful
appreciation gift this Christmas, retirement or at the end of the school year to say thank
you. THIS GORGEOUS 6"x 9" NOTEBOOK will serve as a constant reminder about the
difference they make in students' lives every day. It includes: MULTIPLE USES. 140
college ruled lined pages for use as a journal, notebook, log book, record keeper, or
diary. The options are endless. FULL COLOR SOFT PREMIUM MATTE COVER that is
perfect bound. Perfect for taking anywhere on the go. A HEARTWARMING QUOTE on
the cover will remind your teacher that they are appreciated. BRINDIE BOOKS invites
you to take a look at our other notebooks, journals, planners, composition books,
sketch books, graph books, dot grid journals (great for bullet journaling!), and teacher
professional learning and assessment record logbooks at our author page on Amazon.
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